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How to Find Market Demand? Why I Teach and Use 12-Product Surveys to Find Out
What People Want to Buy Now! (Warning — If you don’t do this, you can flush 1-6
months of your life down the toilet and have diddly squat to show for it)
One of the critical things you do in your business is figure out how to find market demand .
Today you’ll discover why and how I use 12-product surveys to do this. But first a few quick announcements:
1. PDF of today’s newsletter.
You can grab a PDF of today’s newsletter just by sharing the word.
2. If you’re an affiliate and have a specific TOPIC that sells well to your list, please contact me at
getyoursupport.com.
Tell me what the topic is and how many units you normally sell on that topic to your list. I’ll see if I have a matching
product on that topic.
How Today’s Newsletter Helps YOU!
Have you ever tried to market something and have almost no one buy?
Do you have a bunch of product ideas but don’t know WHICH to focus on first?
Are you concerned about wasting a month or more of your life and having nothing to show for it?
Then you’re in the right place reading the right thing. Come closer and listen carefully….
Yesterday I had a meeting in Austin with Ross Jeffries, who is a long-time friend and famous marketer outside of the

IM niche. We had a great time swapping stories and a few marketing ideas.
I believe leaders are readers. Charlie Tremendous Jones said that years ago. On the way there and back I listened
to a CD from a seminar for real estate agents on the marketing strategies they use. The BIG takeaway I got is that
the top agents are very attuned to what’s happening RIGHT NOW in the marketplace.
What are people buying and selling right now?
If you want to find in-demand products and services to sell, whether they are ebooks, online training courses,
membership sites, Amazon books or products, or virtually anything else, you need a SYSTEM for doing so. And you
need to use it on an ongoing basis BECAUSE the market changes. Markets aren’t static. They change.
You have to change with them. That means what you put emphasis on selling otday may not be what you emphasize
tomorrow.
If you were in Level One in the past, please re-read your modules as I’ve updated the information on processes and
systems.
The short version is that a system is a sequence of steps.
That sounds like such a simple thing. But when I was in Austin, I also attended the Internet Marketing Party.
(Internetmarketingparty.com). The main speaker of the evening credited his turnaround in marketing to reading The
Marketing Dairy.
One of the FIRST things I did in training Matt was taught him SEQUENCES. Everything in business, everything in
marketing, is a SEQUENCE of steps. The whole premise of Level One is built on this.
Which brings me to how to find marketing demand for a product or service. You need a PROCESS for doing this.
The process I teach and uses is called the 12-product survey. I have SOFTWARE to implement this process called
Push Button Survey. What I found out in 1978 when I bought one of my first direct response marketing books by
Benjamin Suarez (my testimonial used to ship with it) was that only 1 out of 7 product is a winner. Ben did 12 product
tests to put the ODDS in his favor. Now, he used a sophisticated focus group system.
I took the core idea and created the 12-product survey. This is what I taught in my very first seminar on the Tag
Powell cruise back in 1996 or something like that. E. Joseph Cossman, Ted Nicholas, Dan Poynter and other famous
people were speakers. I was so nervous I dropped all my slides on the floor (back then you used an overhead
projector).
As SCARED to death as I was, I got that first speech out of the way. Actually, Jonathan Mizel and I picked up a
wonderful consulting client out of doing the gig.
What’s relevant to YOU is this: Most all of the greatest marketing ideas are EVERGREEN. But the MARKET
DEMAND changes constantly. And THAT is the reason the secret to how to find market demand is the 12 product
survey.
One thing most people don’t understand about “gurus” and marketing is that everything is a pitch. Everyone has an
angle. I’ve been teaching this concept for years. And there’s always some smart aleck that comes along and says
surveys won’t work because of X. And what you SHOULD do is Y. All it is is simple one-upmanship. Stated
differently, the message is “Your ideas suck and mine are better.”
What I have to say about that is Benjamin Suarez ran and STILL runs his massive company on 12-product surveys
and focus groups. Last I heard he has 650 employees. I just needed to tell you that because as soon as I publish
this within a week someone will be vomiting such misinformation on Facebook or a webinar.

Enough said.
There are a number of different techniques you can use in doing these surveys. That’s a whole training class or
classes by itself. What I want to show you NOW is the power of doing a survey and how it SAVES you from pouring
your time, money, energy and effort down the toilet.
Here’s an example survey I did. The actual product titles aren’t particularly important. What I want you to see is that
a few have bars that extend significantly to the right showing they got a lot of votes. One got NO VOTES! And a few
barely got any votes. Keep in mind I thought all of these were GREAT ideas!
Here’s my question: What If You Invested Your Time, Money and Energy Producing the Product that Got ZERO
Votes?

Can you now see the POWER of doing a 12-product survey?
There are several methods you can use to increase the accuracy and predictability of the surveys. I won’t go into
those here. It’s a whole separate training. But if you’ve found yourself WASTING time on product ideas that flat out
BOMB when you launch them, it could be that you simply bet your time, money and energy on a horse bound to lose
from the GATE!

If you want to know how to find marketing demand, I highly recommend you investigate making 12-product surveys
a staple of your marketing arsenal just as I do.
Marlon Sanders

PS: Your likes, COMMENTS, Facebook and Twitter shares are
GREATLY appreciated and noticed!

====================
RESOURCES FROM MARLON
====================
Get all the basics on how to do graphics the REAL WAY using PSD’s from Photoshop Elements, so later you can
graduate to full-blown Photoshop. This is very basic but really, really good training in just the core stuff you need to
START OUT with. This is training wheels for graphic design. You won’t become a pro overnight. But this gets you on
the RIGHT PATH and that is the PURPOSE. We updated screen caps last year. None of the basics in Photoshop
Elements change much. You got a lasso. Paint bucket. Patterns. Gradients. This is what we teach here. BASICS. To
me, if you’re really SERIOUS and don’t want to just hire out all graphics, you need this.
http://www.designdashbooard.com
Get “training wheels” to walk you through my famous 12-step formula I taught around the world in 120
seminars Fill in the blanks and click a button.
The ORIGINAL fill-in-the-blanks letter software. This is NOT about magically creating sales letters. It’s like TRAINING
WHEELS for my 12-step formula to FORCE you to use it and walk through the process mentally. I found in teaching
this in 120 seminars that people would not actually DO the formula I taught. So I decided to create a way to FORCE
FEED it. THAT is why I created Push Button Letters that then spawned the whole entire genre of sales letter creation
software, MOST of it sold as a magic pill without understanding the GOAL which is to get you to MENTALLY
PROCESS and walk through a precise, step-by-step FORMULA.
http://www.pushbuttonletters.com
The exact things I taught a new employee to get him up to speed on all this marketing stuff in 30 days. And
will get YOU up to speed on the absolutely criticall basic knowledge also. Get up to speed FAST with the inhouse training I gave one of my new employees. I love this product. To me it’s Evergreen. The stuff I teach here is
what I feel is absolutely VITAL for anyone to know, including a new employee, new customer or whoever. That
includes you. This is BASIC but powerful training. I find a LOT of people miss the BASICS, so they get no value from
other stuff they buy. You HAVE to put in your basics FIRST. A few of the software recommendations are dated. But
90% to 95% of it is Evergreen. http://www.themarketingdiary.com
Want to know how I got 30,000 affiliates to promote me? I love this product also. It’s how I got several million
people to my websites. It includes the steps, the documentation, everything. Now, yes, I did this product some years

ago. You’ll find out the things I do, teach and believe in are EVERGREEN. The answer is NO. It’s not outdated. YES,
everything in it STILL applies. Do I STILL use everything you’ll read about it in it. It’s my BLUEPRINT for a highly
successful affiliate program. Check this puppy out:
http://www.1in102.com
Need a target market? http://www.pushbuttontargetmarket.com
If you’re struggling to find a target market, I think this can help. It isn’t the ONLY thing you need. It isn’t like “the
answer.” But I really think if you delve into the tool it talks about that you can really gain a deeper understanding of
what is SELLING in the market. That is the purpose of it.
Money Getting Secret: On December 3, 1998, I Discovered A “Money Getting” Secret That I’ve Repeated 122 Times
— And You Can Use This Same Secret Starting 2 Hours and 58 Minutes From Right
Now! http://www.marlonsanders.com/writerssecret/

The Road Not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim
Because it was grassy and wanted wear,
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I marked the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
Robert Frost

If you got value from this Marlon’s Marketing Minute newsletter about how to find market
demand, please tell me in comments, then like and share.
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